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Inspired by part of the theory visualization & exercises by Wouter Verkerke : 
https://indico.cern.ch/event/72320/contributions/2082589/attachments/1037201/1478048/roofit-intro-roostats-v11a.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/305391/contributions/701304/attachments/580262/798889/Verkerke_Statistics_L2.pdf

See also :
- his slides for the Ferrara School 2009: https://www.nikhef.nl/~verkerke/ferrara)
- his slides for IN2P3 School 2014: https://indico.in2p3.fr/event/9742/contributions/50419/attachments/40828/50594/sos2014_systprof_v38.pdf

A good reference book is : Luca Lista, Statistical methods for Data Analysis in Particle Physics, Springer, 2nd /3rd Edition

Bibliography

In this Lab exercise we use CMS data used for the paper 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2014.05.055
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With reference to the code in the macro yield.C …

- Get the histogram of the J/y(µµ)f(KK)K invariant mass (the signal represents the 3-body decay ) :

- Declare & initialize the variable to represent the invariant mass and prepare the corresponding RooPlot pointer:

- Import the binned data by creating the RooDataHist object from the histogram and plot it:

Retrieve binned data and plot

𝑩± → ⁄𝑱 𝝍𝝓𝑲±
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Build the model: - a gaussian for the signal (2 parameters: mass and width) ;
- a Chebyshev of 2nd order (2 parameters) for the background.

Based on these two PDFs, build the full PDF to make an extended fit: 

Create a function object that represents the negative-log-likelihood (nll) …
… by using the method RooAbsPdf::createNLL(RooAbsData&); the returned object is of type RooAbsReal*

In this way we explicitely constructed the likelihood (function of PDF/data combination) 
that can be used as any RooFit funcion object. 

Note: likelihood can be created by a calculation that can be parallelized (suppose for instance on 4 cores):
RooAbsReal* nll = model_extended.createNLL(BmassExt,NumCPU(4));

Build the negative log-lokelihood (nll)
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Let us invoke MINUIT to perform the binned extended fit.

First we can create a MINUIT minimizer object: 

RooMinuit m(*nll);

Calling  MIGRAD we get the central values (best estimates) 
for the parameters  when convergence is reached:

m.migrad();

MINUIT session
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To recalculate  the errors and the covariance matrix in an 
accurate way (still in parabolic assumption) we use HESSE,
while central values (by Migrad) are conserved.

m.hesse();

Parabolic uncertainties
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Extended vs not-extended fits: a comparison - I

Difference can be hardly appreciated: mass and width are about identical (see also next slide)! Also they have very similar 
Extended fit has the advantage to provide directly as output also the number of B+ candidates (nsig)

)𝝌𝒇𝒊𝒕𝟐

myBmass.png myBmassExtended.png
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Extended vs not-extended fits: a comparison - II

𝑚 = (5279,43 ± 0.53)𝑀𝑒𝑉 𝜎 = (9,4740 ± 0,6078)𝑀𝑒𝑉 𝑚 = (5279,43 ± 0.53)𝑀𝑒𝑉 𝜎 = (9,4837 ± 0,6085)𝑀𝑒𝑉

NOT-extended Extended
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To get asymmetric error (central 
values and parabolic are the same) 
for a specific parameter, like nsig :

m.minos(nsig);

To get asymmetric error for 
all the parameters :
m.minos();

To additionally print the result just 
do:    nsig.Print();

Asymmetric uncertainties

Note: asymmetric errors can
slightly change if you execute
MINOS for 1 or all parameters
(in this case only … upper uncertainty changes)
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How-to-calculate the # of signal candidates in a not extended fit
After executing the not extended fit … 
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How-to-calculate the normalized chi-squared )𝝌𝒇𝒊𝒕𝟐 - I

In the code of the macro, I propose two different ways to extract the )𝝌𝒇𝒊𝒕𝟐 of the binned ML fit. 
We apply both for the not extended fit. We will prefer the 2nd approach and choose it for the extended fit.

(A)

(B)
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How-to-calculate the normalized chi-squared )𝝌𝒇𝒊𝒕𝟐 - II

We get on screen@ execution time:

To print on the plot:

this is done for the extended fit !

(E)
(D)

(E)
(D)
(C)

(C)

(A)
(B) 1st approach

2nd approach
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It is possible to save the status of the fit, including the information about the convariance matrix:

RooFitResult* fitres = m.save();

It is possible to visualize the correlation matrix:

gStyle->SetPalette(1); //- for better color choice
fitres->correlationHist()->Draw(“colz”);

Note:
- anticorrelation between nsig and nbkg as expected
- correlation between  nsig and width of Gaussian wge

Correlation Matrix

Note: in general, if correlations are very strong (i.e. > 0.9)
the model may become unstable and it may be worthwhile
to fix one of the parameters in the fit.
If the strong correlation is between two nuisance parameters,
this is not a problem. Instead, when a parameter-of-interest 
is correlated with a nuisance one, it must be avoided to fix the 
nuisance parameter because the risk is to strongly under-estimate 
the uncertainty on the physical parameter!

myCorrelationMatrix.png
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It is also possible to visualize errors & correlation matrix elements:

where this example shows a certain level of correlation.

Visualization of correlated errors - I

pdfParamVisualization_nsig_wge.png
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Visualization of correlated errors - II

But why ERRDEF=0.5 and 2.0 are considered? This is a reminder.

Well, do not forget that a PDF can be converted into a Likelihood function      by “exchanging”
the vector of observations      with the vector of parameters      !
For only one parameter, say     , the likelihood is a function of it, namely            , and                   is a parabola!

ℒ
�⃗��⃗�

ℒ(𝜇)𝜇 𝐥𝐧𝓛(𝝁)

Note : if you put the ”-” in front of it, thus getting the neg-log-likelihood,                    , the parabola changes sign and “points” 
upwards instead of downwards.

𝐥𝐧 𝓛(𝝁)
𝜇

ERRDEF=0.5 à 1s

ERRDEF=2.0 à 2s

−𝐥𝐧𝓛(𝝁)

Extension: Now suppose we’ve 2 parameters of interest; in this case you can imagine a paraboloid instead of a parabola with
different aperture when projecting in 1-dim. The “multivariate” uncertainty is then represented by an elliptic contour.
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Visualization of correlated errors - III

As you can check … the three sets of 50 pairs of values 

are printed on the screen @ execution time.
Note: the contour with ERRDEF=0.5 is the same one 
obtained earlier with a different command.

It starts the MNCONTOUR calculation of 50 point 
on three contours (for ERRDEF = 0.5, 2.0 and 4.5). 
Each point is identified by a pair of values of parameters 
5 (nsig) and 6 (wge) on the scatter plot.

paramContours_nsig_wge.png
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It is possible to propagate the errors (stored in the covariance matrix of a fit result) to a PDF projection:

model_extended.plotOn(yframe, VisualizeError(*fitres));
yframe->Draw();

To get the points’ errors over the cyan shadowed 
region describing the uncertainty we need to add
the following two lines (to get the “trick” done):

BmassExt.plotOn(yframe);
yframe->Draw("Esame");

Visualization of the fit uncertainty

myErrorVisualization.png
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Visualization of the fit log-likelihood function and of the Profile Likelihood ratio

We can obtain the best estimate for nsig & the MINOS uncertainty corresponding to the interval provided by the PL ratio : 

[nsig]

Likelihood
for nsig

2749 3100

2923

From MINOS: 

Profile Likelihood
ratio for nsig

(2923.2) − 174.3 + 176.4

2923.2From MIGRAD: 

Overall interval: ≅ [2749, 3100]

(slightly asymmetric) 

myLikelihood.png
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Code of the macro yield.C - I
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Code of the macro yield.C - II
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Code of the macro yield.C - III
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Code of the macro yield.C - IV
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Code of the macro yield.C - V
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Code of the macro yield.C - VI
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Code of the macro yield.C - VII
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